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Abstract— The result that a linear multi- approach, and the solution is expressed in terms of
variable system is decouplable with stability the infinite and unstable contents of the system. The
if and only if its associated stable interactor decoupling problem with stability of nonsquare sys-
is diagonal, is proved in this paper using an tems is considered in (Ruiz-León et al., 1995) using
algebraic approach. As it will be shown, this a polynomial equation approach, and a solution to
condition is actually equivalent to the coinci- this problem is reported. However, the necessary
dence between the infinite and unstable global and su cient conditions presented in this reference
structure (infinite and unstable zeros) and the to solve the problem are implicit in the sense that the
row infinite and unstable structure of the sys- existence of a solution is stated in terms of the exis-
tem. Two procedures are presented to com- tence of a biproper and bistable rational matrix with
pute a state feedback which decouples the sys- certain properties, thus restricting a great deal the
tem with stability, the first one based on the applicability of this result. Nevertheless, when these
solution of a polynomial matrix equation, and conditions are particularized to the case of square
the second one based on the static left kernel systems, a solution can be obtained in terms of the
of a strictly proper rational matrix. Illustra- diagonality of the stable interactor of the system.
tive examples are also presented. In this paper, using an algebraic approach, it is

proved that the decoupling problem with stability
Keywords— Linear systems, Decou- has a solution if and only if the stable interactor

pling, Stability, Infinite structure, Algebraic of the system is a diagonal matrix. An important
approach. result, shown in our development, is the fact that

the action of a state feedback on a stable system
which preserves internal stability can be represented

I. INTRODUCTION as a biproper and bistable matrix postmultiplying
the system transfer function matrix. Thus, suitableRoughly speaking, decoupling of dynamic systems
factorizations of the system transfer function overimplies that each input of the system influences one
the ring of proper and stable rational functions willand only one output without a ecting the others.
provide the structural information to state the so-From the practical point of view, it is of interest to
lution to the problem, namely, the global and rowachieve decoupling because it is often desirable to
infinite and unstable structure. It is also shown howcontrol the outputs of the system independently.
the stable interactor of the system displays this in-The decoupling of linear multivariable systems by
formation.static state feedback has been extensively studied

since the 1960’s. In the case of linear systems with This work complements the solution presented in
the same number of inputs and outputs (square sys- (Mart́ınez and Malabre, 1994) using a geometric
tems), this problem was solved by Falb and Wolovich approach. It is also proved here that both solutions
(1967). A structural solution in terms of the infinite are equivalent. Besides being an appealing alterna-
zero structure of the system is presented in (Descusse tive of solution, our approach has the advantage of
and Dion, 1982). providing a method to find a state feedback which
The stability issue has necessarily to be conside- solves the problem. Two procedures are presented to

red in the problem formulation, since stability is a compute a state feedback which achieves decoupling
priority in the performance of any dynamical sys- with stability, the first one based on the solution of
tem. Decoupling with stability of square linear mul- a polynomial matrix equation, and the second one
tivariable systems by static state feedback was solved based on the static left kernel of a strictly proper ra-
by Mart́ınez and Malabre (1994) using a geometric tional matrix.  




